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Tararia&apos;s future is in peril...In the years since the Bakzen war, Wil and Saera have raised a

family on Earth outside the purview of the High Dynasties and Priesthood. Except, it&apos;s almost

time for their teenage twins, Raena and Jason, to begin telekinesis training and they have no idea

such abilities even exist. With the Bakzen threat eliminated, Wil hopes the TSS can offer them

training without the need to commit to a lifetime of military service. Just as the twins come to

understand the life on Tararia that was kept from them as children, the family discovers that

there&apos;s always another layer of secrets guiding their lives.Path of Justice is the sixth

installment in the Cadicle series. This novel lays the foundation for the plan to finally bring down the

Priesthood.
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One of the things I like about Amy DuBoff's books is, that they are less about the tech and warships



battling it out with the bad guys (though sometimes those things are there - see some of earlier

books in the series) and more about the characters themselves. Sometimes you just want (ok, me

for one) to read a book that is not only character-driven, but also what the author thinks societies

maybe like in the future/near future - human societies as is the case with Amy's Cadicle series. Over

the six books she (Amy) has written, she has built up a picture of the Sietinen family, their

interactions with each other, how they have been affected by war and the power and influence of

the Priesthood and their (the Priesthood) genetic manipulation of the Taran race (humanity's

cousins).In book six we follow a third generation of the Sietinen family (books 1-5 were about Cris

and his son Wil) who are Wil and Saera's twin children, Raena and Jason. Raised on Earth, the

twins know nothing about their Taran heritage or that they are members of a High Dynasty, but

when their telekinetic powers awaken during an exam at school, Wil must quickly retrieve them and

bring them back to TSS Headquarters on the moon. From that point on the twins' lives change and

they must quickly adapt to been thought of as 'royalty', been introduced to members and associates

of the Sietinen Dynasty, the societal norms of Tarans, as well as the onset of their abilities and the

machinations of the Priesthood.There are some amusing moments as the twins deal with Tarans in

their own unique and individual ways - afterall, they did grow up in an Earth society that doesn't

have the same structured society as Tarans or the same level of technology. There is a little

romance and danger for one of the twins and Wil (the twins' father) finally puts to bed some of the

demons he has carried throughout his life as the Cadicle.Don't expect high levels of action in this

series or this book in particular - as I said earlier, it's about the characters, though there is some

action towards the last third of book 6. Although, it is possible to start this series from book 6, I

definitely recommend you don't, but rather begin at the first book in the series - you'll get a much

stronger picture of the Sietinen family and the wider plot-threads within the story. Looking with great

anticipation to the next book in the series :)

This is one of the few books I purchased - the reality is that there are so many good, free ebooks

that I concentrate on free books (I purchased the first book for only $1.13, which is almost free, and

I was hooked after that).To start off with - I love science fiction, but sometimes it gets a bit too much;

a detailed focus on other worlds and technology, space ships etc. can mean the story gets lost, and

bad sci-fi is probably worse than bad books of any other genre.The Cadicle-series is set in our time

(I think book 6 is in 2044, but this is the third generation we are following), but it deals with the rest

of the galaxy that we are not aware of on earth. They look like humans and have the same origins,

emotions, family structures, hopes and fears, except that they have advanced space travel and



technology. Some also have telekinetic abilities, including the main characters. This 6th book deals

with Wil and Saera's twins, Raena and Jason. They are from a High Dynasty, which is like royalty,

but they received a normal, upper-middle class upbringing on earth, unaware of their heritage.

When Raena, the twin girl, starts Awakening, which is the emergence of her telekinetic abilities, they

are taken to TSS headquarters. The TSS is like a military organisation that protects the galaxy, and

they are governed by ethics that always puts public interest first. The rest of the inhabited galaxy,

their true history etc. are revealed to the twins. This sets off the course for the book, where they

start to step up to a cause greater than themselves, to protect human colonies ("taran" worlds) from

the dark forces of the priesthood, who are manipulating events behind the scenes for their own

sinister purposes and with no regard for normal human life and rights.This book is hard to review in

isolation, as the previous 5 books built a lot of background and layers, which forms part of this book.

I think this book could be understood and enjoyed in isolation, but I would rather start at Book 1.I

think this book/series is ideal for people who like sci-fi, but want a focus on the human element and

the relationships of strong main characters. The focus is on people you could probably relate to, but

due to circumstances, they have opportunities to better the lives of those around them. They grab

these opportunities and fight against all odds with dedication, hard work, and the help of family and

friends. Try the first book, which is really cheap - you will be hooked and soon look forward to the

seventh (and final?) instalment.

I love this series despite it's limitations. The characters are well developed. However, they are

unrealistic. Those with virtuous characters are seemingly incorruptible and saintly while villains are

seemingly irredeemable and incapable of acting ethically--even within some twisted framework in

which evil deeds are considered praiseworthy. Still, I have avidly devoured each book in the series

because the author has created a consistent and believable technological universe in which Terran

society has flourished for tens of thousands of years. I highly recommend the series.

4 1/2 stars. Emerging powers move the 16 yr old twins from Earth to their real heritage and TSS

headquarters. They learn about their talents and the family purpose to eliminate the Priesthood and

bring positive societal change. Good storytelling and plotting. You'll want to have the next book

"Scions" ready to move onto. ;)

This is a very good read. It has a lot of actions and the story line is very well thought out. Can not

wait for the 7th book to be released.



After reading this book (#6), I immediately pre-ordered #7. This is the best long series I have read in

years. If you don't like this series, you don't like sf.

This was a great experience. I did nothing but read. Lost a day. I would like it to have much more

detail. I hope Amy DuBoff will some day release a more detailed version of the complete story in the

future. I can see so much more that her universe could be. With that said, I have the next

installment to read. Can't wait to get started.

I really like this series. I enjoy the authors storytelling and the direction of the books.
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